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Abstract: Recently, the authors have introduced filter characterizations for spaces which

are paracompact, metacompact, paralindelöf or meta-Lindelöf. In this article, ultrafilter char-

acterizations for the above mentioned types of spaces are given.
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1. Introduction

It is well known that a space X is compact if and only if every ultrafilter on X

converges. In this article, we characterize paracompact spaces, metacompact
spaces, paralindelöf spaces and meta-Lindelöf spaces similarly. In [1] and [3]
respectively, characterizations for metacompact spaces and paracompact spaces
are given using filters and filterbases. It is shown in [3] that a space X is
paracompact if and only if every filterbase (or closed filterbase) of typeP on X

has non-empty adherence. A filterbase Ω is defined to be of typeP [3] if each
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locally ultimately dominating (l.u.d.) filter subbase coarser than Ω has non-
empty adherence. A family is locally ultimately dominating (l.u.d) if for each
x ∈ X there is an open set about x contained in all but finitely many elements
of Ω. A space X is metacompact [1] if and only if every filter (or closed filter)
of typeM on X has non-empty adherence. A filter on a space is of typeM

[1] if every point dominating (p.d.) subcollection of the filter has non-empty
adherence. A collection Ω of subsets of a space is point dominating (p.d.) if
each x ∈ X is a member of all but finitely many members of Ω.

Recall that a family of subsets of a topological space is called locally count-
able (respectively, locally finite) if each point in the space has a neighborhood
which intersects utmost countably (respectively, finitely) many members of the
family. A family of subsets Ω refines a family of sets Γ if for each A ∈ Ω, A ⊆ B

for some B ∈ Γ. If a family Ω refines a family Γ, we say that Ω is a refinement
of Γ. A space X is paralindelöf (respectively, paracompact) if each open cover
Λ of X has a locally countable (respectively, locally finite) open refinement. A
space X is meta-Lindelöf (respcetively, metacompact) if every open cover of X
has a point countable (respectively, point finite) refinement. A family of sub-
sets of a space is called point countable (respectively, point finite) if each point
in the space belongs to utmost countably many (respectively, finitely many)
members of the family. If Ω is a filterbase, the adherence of Ω is denoted by
adhΩ = ∩ΩclF .

It is shown in [2] that a space is paralindelöf (meta-Lindelöf) if and only if
every filter (or closed filter) of typePL(typeML) on the space has non-empty
adherence, where a filter Ω on a space is said to be of type PL (respectively,
type ML) if each l.c.u.d. (respectively, c.p.d.) subcollection of Ω has non-empty
adherence. A base for a filter of type PL (respectively, of type ML) will be
referred to as a filterbase of type PL (respectively, a filterbase of type ML).

A family Ω of subsets of a space X is said to be locally countably ultimately
dominating (l.c.u.d.) if for each x ∈ X there exists an open set U containing
x such that U is contained in all but countably many members of Ω. A family
Ω of subsets of a space X is said to be countably point dominating (c.p.d.) if
each x ∈ X is a member of all but countably many members of Ω.

It is to be noted that if a family F of subsets of a spaceX is locally countable
(respectively point countable), then the family B = {B ⊆ X : B = X − U,U ∈
F} is a l.c.u.d. (respectively, c.p.d.) family.

The characterizations of metacompact spaces and pracompact spaces intro-
duced in [1] and [3] were then effectively used to provide new proofs of some
established and well-known properties of such spaces. In [2], the filter charac-
terizations of paralindelöf and meta-Lindelöf spaces, introduced there as well
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as those of paracompact spaces and metacompact spaces were used to establish
some product theorems for these and other classes of spaces. The theorems es-
tablished there for the product spaces were the following: If X,Y are paracom-
pact (respectively, metacompact, paralindelöf, meta-Lindelöf, Urysohn-closed,
regular-closed), then X×Y is paracompact (respectively, metacompact, paralin-
delöf, meta-Lindelöf, Urysohn-closed, regular-closed) provided the projection
p : X × Y → Y satisfies a closedness condition.

Note that the characterization of paracompact spaces given in [3] in terms
of filterbases can easily be stated in terms of filters of type P, where a filter Ω
is defined to be of type P if every l.u.d. subcollection of Ω has a non-empty
adherence. The proof of the following Theorem can essentially be done as the
proof of Theorem 1 of [3], with ‘filterbase’ replaced with ‘filter’ and can be
stated as the following:

Theorem. A space X is paracompact if and only if every filter of type P
on the space has non-empty adherence.

Throughout this article, a space is considered to be Hausdorff. Note that
in a Hausdorff space, if an ultrafilter has non-empty adherence, the adherence
set is singleton.

2. Main Results

In this section ultrafiler characterizations for paracompact spaces, metacompact
spaces, paralindelöf spaces and meta-Lindelöf soaces are given. The following
theorem is offered before the main theorems, Theorems 2-5.

Theorem 1. If U is a filter which contains a filter of type P (respectively,
type M, type PL, type ML) , then U itself is a filter of of type P (repectively,
type M, type PL, type ML) .

Proof. Suppose U is a filter which contains a filter B of type P (respectively,
type M, type PL, type ML) . Consider a l.u.d. (respectively, p.d., l.c.u.d., c.p.d.)
subcollection C of U . Then C ∩ B is a l.u.d. (respectively, p.d., l.c.u.d., c.p.d.)
subcollection of B and hence has non-empty adherence. Therefore, C has a
non-empty adherence and hence U is a filter of type P (respectively, type M,
type PL, type ML) .

Corollary 1. If U is an ultrafilter which contains a filter of type P (re-
spectively, type M, type PL, type ML) , then U itself is an ultrafilter of type P
(respectively, type M, type PL, type ML) .
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Definition 1. An ultrafilter U is said to be of type P (repectively, type M,
type PL, type ML) if it contains a filter of type P (repectively, type M, type
PL, type ML).

Theorem 2. A space X is paracompact if and only if every ultrafilter of
type P on X converges in X.

Proof. Let X be paracompact and let F be an ultrafiler of type P on
X. Then, since F is a filter of type P on a paracompact space, adhF 6= ∅.
Therefore, F converges, being an ultrafilter on a Hausdorff space.

Conversely, suppose X has the property that every ultrafilter on X of type
P converges. That is, X has the property that every ultrafilter on X which
contains a filter of type P converges. If possible suppose that X is not para-
compact. Hence there is a closed filter B of type P on X which has empty
adherence. Consider an ultrafilter U which contains the filter B. Since B has
empty adherence, for each x ∈ X, there is an open set Ux such that x ∈ Ux

and a B ∈ B such that Ux ∩ B = ∅. So, B ⊆ X − Ux for some B ∈ B. This
implies that both B and X − Ux are members of the ultrafilter U . This is true
for each x ∈ X and hence U 6→ x ∈ X. That is, if X is not paracompact,
there is an ultrafilter of type P on X which does not converge in X. So, if
X has the property that every ultrafilter of type P on X converges, then X is
paracompact and the proof is complete.

The following theorems can similarly be proved:

Theorem 3. A space X is metacompact if and only if every ultrafilter of
type M on X converges.

Theorem 4. A space X is paralindelöf if and only if every ultrafilter of
type PL on X converges.

Theorem 5. A space X is meta-Lindelöf if and only if every untrafilter of
type ML on X converges.

Below, the above concepts and results are subsumed in terms of an arbitrary
cardinal number π.

Definition 2. A family of subsets of a topological space is called locally π

if each point in the space has a neighborhood which intersects utmost π number
of members of the family. A family of subsets of a space is called point π if each
point in the space belongs to utmost π number of members of the family.

Definition 3. A family Ω of subsets of a space X is said to be locally π

ultimately dominating (l.π.u.d.) if for each x ∈ X there exists an open set U

containing x such that U is contained in all but π number of members of Ω. A
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family Ω of subsets of a space X is said to be π point dominating (π.p.d.) if
each x ∈ X is a member of all but π number of members of Ω.

It is clear that if a family F of subsets of a space X is locally π (respectively,
point π), then the family B = {B ⊆ X : B = X − U,U ∈ F} is a l.π.u.d.
(respectively, π.p.d.) family.

Definition 4. A filter Ω is defined to be of type πP (respectively, type πM
) if every l.π u.d. (respectively, π.p.d.) subcollection of Ω has a non-empty
adherence.

Definition 5. An ultrafilter is of type πP (respectively, type πM ) if it
contains a filter of type πP (respectively, type πM ).

As in the proof of Theorem 1 and Corollary 1, it can be shown that if an
ultrafilter U contains a filter of type πP (respectively, type πM ), then U itself
is a filter of type πP (respectively, type πM ).

Definition 6. A space X is said to be πparacompact if every open cover
of X has a refinement which is locally π and X is said to be π metacompact if
every open cover of X has a refinement which is point π.

It is clear that if π is a finite (respectively, countable) cardinal number,
π paracompact space is paracompact (respectively, paralindeĺ’of) and π meta-
compact space is metacompact (respectively, meta-Lindeĺ’of).

The following Theorem subsumes all of the above results and the proofs are
on the same line.

Theorem 6. A space X is π paracompact (respectively, π metacompact) if
and only if every ultrafilter of type π P (respectively, type π M) on X converges.
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